Year 2 Curriculum Overview of Content for Term 3
English
Reading









Writing

Read most words quickly and
accurately, without overt
sounding and blending
Recognise alternative sounds for
graphemes
Develop pleasure in reading,
motivation to read, vocabulary
and understanding
Explain and discuss their
understanding of books, poems
and other material
Use morphology (such as
prefixes) to work out unknown
words



Non-Chronological reports



Extended stories



Stories in the style of specific
authors






Write confidently for a range of
purpose
Begin to proof read their work ,
checking for errors in spelling,
grammar and punctuation

Grammar





Use a wider range of punctuation
independently
Learn how to use sentences with
different forms:
statement, question,
exclamation, command
Use present and past tenses
correctly

Art & Design
Drawing skills


Observational e.g. wild flowers/plants



Drawing in pen - flowers

Other media



3d animal head dresses
Painting with diluted poster paints

Speaking & Listening



Science
▪Plants and Animals 
in the local environment

Design & Technology
Textiles: design, make and evaluate

Mathematics
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Programming: Roamer – give and follow
instructions



Data: sorting and presenting information
(Furbles software)

Geography
 Human and Physical features
 Contrast different places

Geometry & Measures

Statistics

▪ Compare and order lengths, mass,
volume/capacity and record the results
using <, > and =
▪ Find different combinations of coins
that equal the same amount of money
▪ Compare and sequence intervals of
time
▪Identify, compare and sort shapes on
the basis of their properties and use
vocabulary precisely e.g. sides, edges,
vertices and faces

▪Interpret and construct simple
pictograms and block diagrams, tables
▪Compare categorical data

 Identifying similarities and differences
 Environmental issues/change
 Human influences

Modern Languages
FRENCH




Fruits
Pets
Songs

Music
MUSIC EXPRESS



Animals
Pattern

History
Famous People

Charles Darwin

▪Variation: recognises
similarities and differences
between themselves and
others; group living things
according to observable
similarities and differences

Multimedia: Photostory

Use legible, joined handwriting

mini-beast glove puppets

▪ Use place value and number facts to
solve problems
▪Understand zero as a place holder
▪Recognise and use the inverse
relationship between addition and
Subtraction
▪Record addition and subtraction in
columns
▪Recall and use multiplication and
division facts
▪ Recognise , find, name and write
fractions of length, shape, sets of
objects or quantity



Speak confidently with clarity and
intonation
Listen to others; responding with
relevant questions/comments



Number/Calculation

Computing

Physical Education


Gymnastics: Linking movements together



Games: Group games and inventing rules



Swimming

Religious Education


Who made the world?



Why are some people leaders?
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